[Oct., Brticke found that with the application of feeble currents contraction failed after longer intervals tlian when stronger currents were applied. The effect observed must also be dependent on the duration of the individual current-shocks, since this essentially determines the amount of change produced in the nerves. Lastly, different results may be anticipated to occur according to the condition of the nerve and muscle, so that in exhausted, cooled, or dying preparations, the maximal value of t would cceteris paribus be augmented. M. Engelmann then describes an apparatus her has constructed, in which a variable number of equally strong current-shocks, passing in the same direction, can be applied in a given time, with intervals that can also be varied at will. The instrument is too complicated to describe without the accompanying plate. His researches are divisible into three series?those on preparations of nerve and muscle; those on muscle poisoned with woorara; and those on nerves. We can only pretend to give his principal conclusions. The first conclusion, in preparations of nervo and muscle, was that the duration of the intervals, through which intermitting excitations acted like continuous currents (the proportion between the duration of the passage of the current and that of the interval remaining the same), was smaller the stronger the current. A second conclusion was that, the longer the duration of the current-shock, the shorter must be the interval between two shocks to make the discontinuous act like the continuous current. As the irritability of the nerve dies out, the duration of the interval may be increased, and the same holds for the state of exhaustion of the muscle and nerve. M.
Engelmann coincides with Brileke in considering that when no response is made by the muscle to the interruption of the current the reason is twofold: 1. That the muscle is incapable of reaction to a second shock transmitted through the nerve, if it succeed the first very rapidly; and, 2. That no second wave of excitation or impulse can be transmitted through a nerve if this, in like manner, succeeds the first too quickly. The experiments made with muscles alone under the influence of woorara showed also that if the duration of the interval were sufficiently brief, the excitation was equivalent to a continuous current. The length of interval diminished with increasing strength of the current, and augmented with diminishing excitability of the muscle. 
